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The three-family squark mass-matrix from MSSM soft breaking contains a rich flavor-mixing struc-
ture. We formulate the minimal FCNC schemes for the squark mass-terms and scalar trilinear
interactions consistent with existing precision data and charge-color breaking plus stability bounds,
and nd O(1) mixings among top- and charm-squarks are allowed. We demonstrate that this fea-
ture can be naturally realized in a class of new models with horizontal U(1)H symmetry which
also solves the SUSY µ-problem. Then, we analyze SUSY radiative corrections to H±bc and h0tc
vertices without using mass-insertion approximation and show that the loop-induced flavor-mixing
couplings can be signicant to provide new discovery Higgs signatures at Tevatron and LHC.
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The weak-scale supersymmetry (SUSY) [1] sensibly
explains electroweak symmetry breaking, but says lit-
tle about the flavor structure of three-family fermions
and their superpartners. The soft-breaking Lagrangian
of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM)
paramterizes the SUSY flavor sector by a large number of
free parameters and is often problematic with low-energy
flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) constraints with-
out additional simplifying assumptions. The popular as-
sumption such as proportionality of trilinear A-terms in
the constrained MSSM is not generic, though not im-
possible, from string-theory constructions and certain
forms of non-diagonal A-terms and their phenomenolog-
ical implications have been studied recently [2,3]. As we
will show, exploring the SUSY flavor-sector is important
not only for nding viable parameter-space of the soft-
breaking Lagrangian but also for revealing possible new
discovery signals originating from the weak-scale super-
symmetry.
In this work, we focus on the flavor-mixings of three-
family squarks which enter the soft-breaking Lagrangian
via scalar mass-terms and trilinear interactions. We ob-
serve that the current data have mainly suppressed the
FCNCs associated with the rst two family squarks and
in some cases with the rst and third families, but still al-
low flavor-mixings of the second- and third-family scharm
(~c) and stop (~t) to be naturally as large as O(1) [4].
Furthermore, the O(1) ~t − ~c mixings arising from the
non-diagonal A-term are consistent with all theoretical
bounds by charge-color breaking (CCB) and vacuum sta-
bility (VS) [5]. Using this bottom-up approach, we rst
formulate a viable minimal SUSY FCNC scenario, called
Type-A, in which all visible FCNC eects are solely from
the non-diagonal trilinear A-term in the ~c − ~t sector.
Then, based on the simplest horizontal U(1)H symmetry
(a` la Froggatt-Nielsen [6]), we construct a class of new
models, called Type-B, which exhibit similar but richer
minimal flavor-mixings in the ~t− ~c sector. Such minimal
FCNC schemes have a great advantage of allowing us to
reduce the general 6  6 squark-mass-matrics down to
typical 4  4 or 3  3 matrices involving only the ~c − ~t
sector, that makes the exact squark mass-diagonalization
and rotations feasible, without relying on the popular
but crude mass-insertion approach. This allows quanti-
tative predictions of the relevant FCNC signatures from
the squark-sector and thus provides reliable probes to the
basic SUSY flavor structure encoded in the soft-breaking
Lagrangian.
Applying the minimal FCNC schemes, we analyze
SUSY radiative corrections to the Hbc and h0tc ver-
tices and show that the loop-induced flavor-mixing cou-
plings can be signicant to provide new discovery sig-
nals of charged Higgs via charm-bottom fusion [7] at the
Tevatron Run-2 and the LHC. We conclude by summa-
rizing our results for the flavor changing top-decays into
the charm-quark and neutral Higgs boson.
Type-A Minimal SUSY FCNC from Non-diagonal A-Term
The MSSM soft-breaking squark-sector contains fol-
lowing quadratic mass-terms and trilinear A-terms,
− eQyi(M2Q˜)ij eQj − eU yi (M2U˜ )ij eUj − eDyi (M2D˜)ij eDj
+(Aiju eQiHu eUj −Aijd eQiHd eDj + c:c:) ; (1)
with M2
Q˜,U˜,D˜
and Au,d being 3  3 matrices in squark
flavor-space. This gives a generic 6 6 mass matrix,























M2LR = Auv sin =
p
2−Mu  cot ;
(3)
with mw,z the masses of (W; Z0) and Mu the up-quark
mass matrix. For convenience, we will choose hereafter
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the super Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) basis for
squarks so that in (3), Au ! A0u = KULAuKyUR and
Mu ! Mdiagu , etc, with KUL,R the rotation matrices
for Mu diagonalization. In our minimal Type-A scheme,
we consider all large FCNCs to solely come from non-
diagonal A0u in the up-sector, and those in the down-
sector to be negligible. This is particularily favored by
the strong CCB and VS bounds [5]. Thus, we can dene,
at the weak scale,
A0u =
8>>>>: 0 0 00 0 x
0 y 1
9>>>>;A ; (4)
where, (x; y) = O(1), represent naturally large flavor-
mixings associated with ~t − ~c sector, consistent with
all experimental data [4] and theoretical CCB and VS
bounds [5]. Although the exact form of (4) depends on
the squark-basis choice, the CCB and VS bounds ap-
ply to Au in any basis so that the main feature of (4)
is generic and basis-independent. (In the case that the
CKM matrix is generated from down-quark sector only
[3], A0u simply reduces back to Au.) Similar pattern may
be also dened for Ad in the down-sector, but O(1) mix-
ings between ~b and ~s are allowed only for very large tan
by the strong CCB and VS bounds since mb  mt. To
allow full range of tan and focus our minimal scheme on
the up-sector, we consider an almost diagonal Ad. Den-
ing non-diagonal Au as the only source of visible FCNC
eects for Type-A schemes also requires nearly diagonal
squark-mass-matrices M2
Q˜,U˜
in eqs. (2)-(3) of the MSSM,
and we can dene, for simplicity,
M2LL ’ M2RR ’ em20 I33 ; (5)
with em0 a common scale of scalar-masses [8].
Within this minimal Type-A scheme, we observe that
the rst family squarks ~uL,R decouple from the rest in
(2) so that this 6 6 mass-matrix is reduced to 4  4,
fM2ct =
8>>>>>>>>>>>:
em20 0 0 Ax
0 em20 Ay 0
0 Ay em20 −Xt
Ax 0 −Xt em20
9>>>>>>>>>>>; (6)
for squarks (~cL; ~cR; ~tL; ~tR), where
Ax = x bA; Ay = y bA; bA = Av sin =p2 ;
Xt = − bA +  mt cot : (7)
In (6), we ignore terms suppressed by tiny factors of
O(mc) or smaller. The reduced squark mass matrix (6)
has 6 zero-entries in total and is simple enough for an
exact diagonalization. Specially, for two typical cases of
(i) x 6= 0; y = 0, (called Type-A1) and (ii) x = 0; y 6= 0,
(called Type-A2), we have one more squark ~cR (in Type-
A1) or ~cL (in Type-A2) decouple from the rest so that (6)
further reduces to a 33 matrix, allowing a much simpler
exact diagonalization. Below, we summarize the general
diagonalization of 4  4 matrix (6) for any (x; y). The
mass-eigenvalues of the eigenstates (~c1; ~c2; ~t1; ~t2) are,
M2c˜1,2 = em20  12 jp!+ −p!−j ;
M2
t˜1,2
= em20  12 jp!+ +p!−j ; (8)
where ! = X2t +(AxAy)2 . From (8), we can deduce
the mass-spectrum of stop-scharm sector,
Mt˜1 < Mc˜1 < Mc˜2 < Mt˜2 : (9)
In (8), the stop ~t1 can be as light as 120 − 300GeV for
the typical range of em20 & 0:5 − 1 TeV. Then, the 4  4
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and s3 = 0 (if xy = 0), or, s3 = 1=
p
2 (if xy 6= 0), where
s2j + c
2
j = 1. The rotation (10) allows us to derive all
relevant new Feynamn rules in mass-eigenstates without
relying on \mass-insertions".
Type-B Minimal SUSY FCNC with Horizontal U(1)H
The above minimal Type-A SUSY FCNC schemes are
truely economic in the sense of being consistent with all
known experimental and theoretical bounds while allow-
ing large flavor-mixings between ~t and ~c with just two new
O(1) parameters (x; y) in the non-diagonal Au. How-
ever, it is desirable to provide theoretically more com-
pelling constructions for supporting such minimal FCNC
in the ~t− ~c sector. The supersymmetry alone tells noth-
ing about flavor and additional family symmetries are
needed. An attractive approach is to make use of the
simplest horizontal U(1)H symmetry for generating re-
alistic flavor structure of quarks/squarks by powers of a
proper suppression factor [9,4] and also solving the SUSY
-problem altogether. We can dene this suppression
factor  = hSi= to have similar size to the Wolfenstein-
parameter  of CKM, i.e.,  ’  ’ 0:22 [9], where hSi is
vacuum expectation value of a singlet scalar S for spon-
taneous U(1)H breaking and  is the scale at which the
U(1)H breaking is mediated to light fermions. The super-
multiplets of three-family quarks/squarks are dierently
charged under U(1)H , as dened in Table 1.
Table. 1. Quantum number assignments under U(1)H .
Q1 Q2 Q3 u1 u2 u3 d1 d2 d3 Hu Hd S
h1 h2 h3 1 2 3 1 2 3  
0 −1
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It is then straightforward to nd following hierarchy












and in the CKM matrix,
(Vus; Vcb; Vub) 
(
h1−h2 ; h2−h3 ; h1−h3

: (12)
Unlike Ref. [9], the key ingredient of our model-buildings
is to impose a new condition,
2 = 3 (13)
which ensures natural O(1) mixings between ~c and ~t in
the squark mass matrix. From the condition (13) and the
current data of quark-masses and CKM angles (which
can all be counted in powers of ), we nd an almost
unique solution for all quark/squark quantum numbers
(cf., Table 2), which is based upon a single U(1)H symme-
try and will be called minimal Type-B scheme hereafter.
In Table 2, we consider tan  O(1) for the down-sector.
The extension to larger tan only aects quantum num-
bers of dj ’s in a trivial way as it just contributes an overall
factor 1=tan  k (with integer k  0:66 log tan) to
Md in (11) and thus simply adds −k to each quantum
number of dj in Table 2.
Table. 2.Quantum numbers for minimal Type-B model.
Q1 Q2 Q3 u1 u2 u3 d1 d2 d3 Hu Hd S
4 3 0 3− − − 4−0 3−0 3−0  0 −1
There are some slight variations of this minimal Type-
B model depending on if we allow quantum numbers of
Qj ’s to have -dependence, but these variations share
the same predictions for the mass hierarchies. In this
construction, we have attempted to simultaneously solve
the SUSY -problem from the same U(1)H . We thus
have a dynamical -term from (=n−1)SnHuHd (n =
 + 0) such that  = n−1hSi is generated at a scale
hSi  Planck. A weak-scale value of  is obtained by
properly choosing n for a given hSi. If we demand our
U(1)H to be irresponsible for a -solution, the minimal
Type-B model becomes truely unique and it corresponds
to setting  = 0 = 0 in Table 2. With the construc-
tion in Table 2, we can readily count the -powers in the
quark/squark-mass-matrices. For instance, the up-quark













for any tan & 1, while the squark mass-matrices M2LL
and M2RR in (2) are deduced as,
 em20










respectively. (14) and (15) show a partial quark-squark
\alignment" that eectively suppresses the FCNCs be-
tween 1st and 2nd(3rd) families, while at the same time
provides O(1) mixings in ~t−~c sector of M2RR. Further ~t−~c
mixings come from non-diagonal Au which is now pre-
dicted to share the same hierarchy structure (14) as Mu
since squark carries same U(1)H-charge as quark. This,
however, does not imply exact \proportionality" between
Au and Mu because the power-counting of  allows an
O(1) coecient undetermined which can generally inval-
idate Au / Mu. Ignoring small O(3) ’ 1% terms, we
can diagonalize Mu by a 2 2 rotation of singlet quarks
(c; t). We can then conveniently write the o-diagonal





2−Mdiagu  cot ; (16)






singlet-quark rotation KUR only contains a nontrivial
sub-matrix involving (2nd, 3rd)-families. Upon neglect-
ing tiny O(3) terms, we parametrize the minimal A0u of
Type-B by introducing a parameter y = O(1),
A0u =
8>>>>>: 0 0 00 0 0
0 y 1
9>>>>>; A : (17)
Then, we nd the squarks (~uL; ~uR; ~cL) decouple from the
rest so that (2) greatly reduces to a 3 3 matrix, which







where Ay = yAv sin=
p
2 and x = O(1) characterizes
the new type of ~cR − ~tR mixings in M2RR [cf., (15)]. We
dene degenerate diagonal-elements in (18) only for sim-
plicity since Type-B can allow possible non-degeneracy.
This Type-B matrix (18) reduces to previous Type-A2
scheme when x = 0, as they share similarity in non-
diagonal Au. Furthermore, (18) with y = 0 takes a sim-
ilar form as the mass matrix of Type-A1 though (18)
involves ~cR rather than ~cL and its x originate from M2RR
instead of Au. Hence, in the phenomenological study be-
low, we will focus on typical Type-(A1,A2) and leave a
detailed study of x 6= 0 case in Type-B to Ref. [10].
SUSY Radiative Corrections to Hbc (h0tc) Vertex
and Higgs Signatures at Colliders
From the Type-A rotation (10) and resulted Feynman
rules, we compute the dominant SUSY-QCD flavor-
changing radiative corrections to the vertex Hbc. It
3
contains pure vertex corrections [with scharm(stop)-
sbottom-gluino loop] and self-energy corrections [with
scharm(stop)-gluino loop], which can be written as,
ΓH+bc = i uc(k2) (FLPL + FRPR)ub(k1) ;












(mccot; mbtan) ; (20)
with Vcb from the CKM matrix. The one-loop vertex









H ; 0; 0; mb˜j ; mg˜; mu˜k); (21)
where ~uk 2 (~c2; ~t1; ~t2), ~bj 2 (~b1;~b2), and C0 is the 3-
point C-function of Passarino-Veltman (PV). Rjk is the
product of relevant H − ~bj − ~uk, ~bj − ~g − b and ~uk −
~g − c couplings, derived with squark-rotation (10). In
Rjk, the down-sector ~bL − ~bR mixing is included, which
may be sizable for large tan. The Type-A1 self-energy
corrections are, FSL = 0, and
FSR = bF 0R ss13 mg˜mt Xj=1,2(−)j+1B0(0; mg˜; mt˜j ); (22)
with B0 the 2-point PV function and s1 given in (10)
for y = 0. ( bF 0L; bF 0R) = (gVtb=p2mw)(mtcot; mbtan)
are tree-level Htb couplings. In (21)-(22), the tiny sub-
leading terms suppressed by powers of mc=mt,g˜ are ig-
nored. The form factors FV,SL,R in Type-A2 can be ob-
tained from (21)-(22) via L $ R and x ! y. Note
that FL(R) vanishes in Type-A1(-A2) due to its specic
chirality structure. Our analysis shows the form fac-
tors FL,R to be sizable, typically around 0:03 − 0:18
for (x; y) ’ 0:5 − 0:9, (A; em0) ’ 0:5 − 2TeV, and
tan ’ 15− 50. Fig. 1 gives the typical production cross
sections of H via pp=pp ! HX at the Tevatron and
LHC, where we set (; mg˜; em0) = (300; 300; 600)GeV,
(A;−Ab) = 1:5TeV, tan  = (15; 50), and x = 0:8 for
Type-A1. The partonic fusion processes cb ! H (with
the SUSY loop corrections) and cs ! H are both
computed, where we have included the next-to-leading
order (NLO) SM-QCD corrections [12]. In Fig. 1, the
cross sections from the SUSY contributions FS,VL,R dom-
inate over that from the CKM-suppressed F 0L,R by a
large factor of  3 − 5. For mH & 190GeV, H de-
cay into tb with 100%, while for mH . 190GeV, the
 channel solely dominates. We have further studied
the flavor-changing top-decay t ! ch0 in our schemes,
which is always kinematically allowed in the MSSM. The
SM branching ratio of this decay is generally smaller
than 10−13 [11] and will never be seen. For our mini-
mal SUSY-FCNC schemes we nd that the dened ratio
Br[t ! ch0] = Γ[t ! ch0]=Γ[t ! bW+]sm can be typi-
cally as large as 10−3 − 10−5 (cf., Table 3) over sizable
parameter-space where the mass of lightest h0 is around
110−130GeV. Unlike the H-production, the branching
ratios in Table 3 are sensitive to the x value as it aects
more the loop integrals via squark mass-eigenvalues and
also the ~t − ~c flavor-changing couplings. The signals of
t ! ch0 may be seen at the upgraded Tevatron with high
luminosities of 20− 30 fb−1 where about (2 − 3) 104 t
and t events per experiment can be produced. The LHC
and future Linear Colliders will have much higher sensi-




















 or pp → H± + X
cb (dash) & cs (dot) fusions at NLO
including SUSY Loop (solid)




FIG. 1. H± production via cb (and cs) fusions at colliders.
Table. 3. Br[ t→c h0 ]×103 is shown for a sample set of Type-
A1 inputs with (m˜0, µ, A) = (0.6, 0.3, 1.5) TeV and Higgs mass
MA0 = 600 GeV. The three numbers in each entry correspond
to x = (0.5, 0.75, 0.9), respectively.
mg˜ tan = 5 20 50
100GeV (.011, .10, .81) (.015, .19, 4.6) (.016, .21, 7.0)
500GeV (.011, .09, .41) (.015, .13, 1.0) (.016, .14, 1.2)
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